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OpenAIRE PROVIDE – recent news & reminders 

Broker service
New API to access the metadata 
enrichments.
(check beta.develop.openaire.eu)

Multi user access
New developments on beta.

Will be released on production in 

coming weeks (March).

Usage Counts
Graphs updated on beta.

To be released in production in 

coming days.

New OpenAIRE Factsheets
For Content Providers managers



MULTI USER ACCESS
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USAGE COUNTS: GRAPHS UPDATED
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Factsheets for Content Providers managers

6www.openaire.eu/factsheets

https://www.openaire.eu/factsheets


Results from “Enrich Local Data via the OpenAIRE Graph”  Project

Bring Innovation to Dspace, Andrea Bollini (4Science) 
Use case/demo by Jordan Piščanc (University of Trieste)



Results from the "Enrich Local Data via the 
OpenAIRE Graph" Project: 

Bring Innovation to DSpace
OpenAIRE Open Innovation Programme 

CONTENT PROVIDERS Community Calls
3rd March 2021



The project implements two services for DSpace/DSpace-CRIS to 
enhance local data with information in the OpenAIRE Research 
Graph. 
More specifically, one service, the Data Correction, aims to improve 
existing data in the repository using feedback that OpenAIRE makes 
available via the Notification Broker Service, such as missing or 
additional metadata (abstract, subjects, PIDs, projects). 
The other service, Publication claim, is focussed on identifying 
publications that are missing in the repository.

Project goals



✓ The 2 product features have been implemented

✓ The documentation website is available and updated

✓ The source code is on GitHub (REST, Angular, REST Contract)

✓ Automatic tests are in place for both the backend and the frontend

✓ A pilot installation has been performed with data from a real repository 
involving the owner Institution (University of Trieste)

✓ Acceptance Test Plan is available and verified also on the pilot instance

Results

https://4science.github.io/oaire-eld/#/
https://github.com/4Science/dspace/tree/oaire-eld
https://github.com/4Science/dspace-angular/tree/oaire-eld
https://github.com/4Science/Rest7Contract/tree/oaire-eld
https://github.com/4Science/DSpace/actions?query=branch%3Aoaire-eld
https://github.com/4Science/DSpace-angular/actions?query=branch%3Aoaire-eld
https://www.openstarts.units.it/


Product architecture



Data Correction

Scenario 1: The manager of a repository indexed in OpenAIRE can subscribe 
the events for Missed/More PIDs and Project links in the Content Provider 
Dashboard, using “a repository callback” as notification mechanism instead of 
the current email alert. They login in the repository and see the list of events 
received, among others one publication that has a PMID that was unknown to 
the repository and a link to a project. They click on the “accept the 
suggestion” button and the new information is stored in the local record. 
OpenAIRE could “flag” the data as confirmed.



Publication Claim
Scenario 2: A new researcher joins the institution and logins for the first time 
in the repository. The Publication Claim service finds most of their 
publications in the OpenAIRE network and prompts for import. The 
researcher reviews the list, confirms the authorship and imports the 
publications saving a significant amount of (often publicly payed) time. 
Moreover, the authorship confirmation will come back later to OpenAIRE 
offering useful information about data quality and potential enrichments. The 
same applies for publications authored by researchers in different institutes, 
having the data in multiple repositories makes the data more reliable and 
raises the chance to get more information and content from any of the 
authors.



Pilot feedback - Data Correction Service

“A great improvement for the BrokerService. Finally the Suggested data in 
the place where I need them: directly in my Repository. The great 

integration helps the Repository Manager to quickly decide and enrich 
Repository Data directly in the environment that is used to work and 

manage. It’s like an “all in one” solution.”

Jordan Piščanc
Repository Manager of the University of Trieste



Pilot feedback - Publication Claim Service

“The first real practical usage of the great potentiality of the OpenAIRE 
Research Graph that I see. The great  thing that also this service is directly 

integrated in my Repository. This will be a real ‘time saver’ for the 
Researcher: when they login to the Repository the Publication Claim 

Service will ‘suggest’ them new publications found in Research Graph 
ready to be automatically imported.”

Jordan Piščanc
Repository Manager of the University of Trieste



Pilot results

Performance improvements to deal with large 
repository

+16 tests 
(37 in total)

13 
Improvements / 

new features

6 
ideas

4
bugs fixed



Suggestion for the OpenAIRE Tech team

Data Correction Service
1. The JSON files should be pushed directly to the repository or at least be 

available as a download option over the OpenAIRE content dashboard
2. The JSON should contain the same information used in the OpenAIRE 

content dashboard as for instance the Source of the event
Publication Claim
1. The REST API should work properly also with unicode characters
2. A REST endpoint to mimic the explore portal fuzzy search should be 

provided avoiding the need to guess or ask the user which index use 
(author, title, etc)



Live demo



































Final remarks

1. These functionalities are available out of box in the default dspace-cris 7 
code base. To use them you only need to get in touch with the OpenAIRE 
team to receive the json file related to your repository

2. Pull Requests (PRs) have been created to allow everyone to use the 
product also with a plain dspace 7 and the DSpace community to evaluate 
the implementation for inclusion in the official code base

REST Contract#156 | REST API#3143 | Angular UI#1007
3. The documentation website https://4science.github.io/oaire-eld/#/ is fully 

updated with installation and configuration instructions for both DSpace 
than DSpace-CRIS

https://github.com/DSpace/RestContract/pull/156
https://github.com/DSpace/DSpace/pull/3143
https://github.com/DSpace/dspace-angular/pull/1007
https://4science.github.io/oaire-eld/#/


Andrea Bollini <andrea.bollini@4science.it>
       https://orcid.org/0000-0002-9029-1854

Jordan Piščanc <piscanc@units.it>
       https://orcid.org/0000-0003-3601-8360

Thanks! Any questions?

mailto:andrea.bollini@4science.it
mailto:piscanc@units.it
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OpenAIRE Broker service
an overview about its API
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http://api.openaire.eu/broker



1. Users should request the generation of precompiled enrichment records to 

helpdesk@openaire.eu indicating the requested OpenDOAR ID.

2. A newline delimited JSON record file will be made available for the user to download. It will 

contain the enrichments relative to all the existing subscriptions for the given repository.

API usage [by opendoar ID]

mailto:helpdesk@openaire.eu


[beta.develop.openaire.eu/broker.html]

The following commands indicates how the broker API documented at api.openaire.eu/broker can be used to access 

the set of enrichments

1. get the list of subscriptions for a given subscriber, e.g.

curl -X GET --header 'Accept: application/json' 

'https://api.openaire.eu/broker/subscriptions?email=[subscriber_email]'

2. extract the subscription ID and use it to access the 1st page of enrichment notification records

curl -X GET --header 'Accept: application/json' 

'https://api.openaire.eu/broker/scroll/notifications/bySubscriptionId/[sub-1234]'

3. extract the scroll ID from the response to request subsequent pages

curl -X GET --header 'Accept: application/json' 

'https://api.openaire.eu/broker/scroll/notifications/[scroll_id]'

API usage [by subscription]

https://api.openaire.eu/broker/swagger-ui.html#/Openaire_Broker_Public_API


[beta.develop.openaire.eu/broker.html]

The following commands indicates how the broker API documented at api.openaire.eu/broker can be used to access 

the set of enrichments

1. get the list of subscriptions for a given subscriber, e.g.

curl -X GET --header 'Accept: application/json' 

'https://api.openaire.eu/broker/subscriptions?email=[subscriber_email]'

2. extract the subscription ID and use it to access the 1st page of enrichment notification records

curl -X GET --header 'Accept: application/json' 

'https://api.openaire.eu/broker/scroll/notifications/bySubscriptionId/[sub-1234]'

3. extract the scroll ID from the response to request subsequent pages

curl -X GET --header 'Accept: application/json' 

'https://api.openaire.eu/broker/scroll/notifications/[scroll_id]'

API client @ github.com/openaire

API usage [by subscription]

https://api.openaire.eu/broker/swagger-ui.html#/Openaire_Broker_Public_API


Thank you!
Claudio Atzori (CNR-ISTI)

claudio.atzori@isti.cnr.it

mailto:claudio.atzori@isti.cnr.it
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Agenda & Registrations here:

www.openaire.eu/openaire-nexus-public-launch-event

http://www.openaire.eu/openaire-nexus-public-launch-event
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Subscribe to our newsletter!

www.openaire.eu/newsletterprovide 
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